
 
 

 
Successful Grant Writing 

Ensuring that Your Shelter or Dog Rescue has a Voice for the Future 
 
As most of us have learned time and time again, achieving success in most things takes                
time and dedication. That certainly is true when it comes to applying for a grant. But                
there are several steps you can take when preparing your grant applications that will              
improve your chances for success and make it easier to become a prizewinning             
grant-writer and possible future recipient of PEDIGREE Foundation Grants. 
 
Successful grant writing requires significant preparation and planning. By organizing,          
researching, and paying attention to every detail and requirement of the application,            
shelters and dog rescues will increase their chances of receiving grant awards and             
achieving their overall goals.   
 
When submitting a grant proposal to the PEDIGREE Foundation or any other granting             
agency, the number one key to success is to ensure that the goals and objectives of                
your application match the guidelines of the grant program. Thoughtful preparation is            
fundamental to the grant-writing process. Become familiar with the mission of the            
granting agency and demonstrate in your narratives how your program will further that             
mission if your application is funded. A well-reasoned and well-organized outline,           
supported by thorough research and backed-up by your own planning documents, will            
assist with the application preparation and help ensure your shelter or dog rescue             
realizes its future goals! 
  
Following these suggestions will help simplify the application process and strengthen           
your submission: 
 

1. Follow the application guidelines precisely  
2. Make the application solid – do your research and be honest 
3. Keep it simple – only answer the questions asked and make it easy to read and                

understand 
4. Explain your purpose in clear and concise terms – Identify the need or problem              

and illustrate how you intend to fix it. 
5. Document how the organization plans to use the funds and be certain your             

narrative is consistent with your financial schedules 
6. Have your plan and budget in place 
7. Demonstrate the strength behind the organization 
8. Showcase the organization’s community involvement 
9. Identify  opportunities for Matching Funds 
10. Edit, edit and, edit again 
11. Finally, apply when the time is right! Think it through and if you don’t meet all the                 

requirements this year, wait until the time is right!  



 
 

 
The key to a winning proposal is to align your project with the grant’s purpose. Make                
your application compelling and thorough. And finally, don’t forget about submission           
deadlines.  


